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PE
Outdoor PE has now moved to Friday
afternoon and we will be looking at the
skills of striking and fielding in
Rounders. In the usual Wednesday PE
slot, the focus will be gymnastics and
we will be focusing on counter balance
and tension.

Assembly

Maths
In Numeracy this term, we will begin by
revisiting the topics already covered in
preparation for SATs. We will then focus
on investigative maths and transitional
activities ready for Key Stage 3.

Session 3

We will also be working through a range
of Key Stage 3 transitional activities,
including studying a range of texts
written by William Shakespeare.

Session 2

These units are: Reports, Recounts, Plays,
Poetry and Extending Narrative

Summer Term in Year 6

Session 1

During this term, we will be covering
several different units that include both
fiction and non-fiction.

Session 4

English

Mrs Helen Romain
Mrs Donna Corke
TEACHING ASSISTANTs
Mrs Vanessa Gates
Mrs Rachel Holden
PE DAYS
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
Homework will be given out on a Thursday and is
expected back by the following Wednesday.
Homework will consist of a comprehension or
writing activity, section/s from their Mental
Arithmetic booklets and spelling practice.
After half term, the children will be introduced
to their project homework which will take the
place of their regular homework for the whole
of the half term.
TRIPS/EVENTS
End of year SATs will be 14th May 2018
Please see attached note for specifics
Year 6 School Journey 25th—29th June 2018
Book Fair—18th April
Kidzania class trip— 18th May
Cycling Week—21st May
Inset—4th June
Yr5/6 Knex Challenge—5th June
Yr5/6 Coding workshop—12th June
Summer Fair—16th June
Year 6 Art Project—20th June
Secondary Transfer day—12th July
Sports Day—13th July
Evening performance of Leaver’s play and
presentation—17th July

Art & DT
Children will be:

Observing and producing detailed

drawings of rainforest animals and



plants.
Looking at the work of famous artists
and using their work as inspiration.
Exploring a range of media, such
pencil, pastel and paint.

Humanities
Children will be:

Comparing and contrasting how











different communities have
developed.
Familiar with continents and key
countries.
Plotting on various maps where
Rainforests can be found.
Finding out how climate varies
around the world.
Aware of the different weather
patterns found within the rainforest
Developing an awareness of
deforestation issues.
Finding out what ‘indigenous’
means.
Researching what daily life is like for
someone living in the rainforest.
Aware of religious practices of tribal
groups.
Investigating modern day explorers
of the rainforest.

Science
Within our Science lessons, the children will
be:

Describing how the earth and living

things have changed over time.
Explaining how fossils can be used to
find out about the past.

Looking at how animals and plants
have adapted to suit their environment.

Linking adaptation, over time, to
evolution.
We will also be continuing to look at:

Planning and carrying out
investigations.

Reporting our findings from
enquiries in a range of ways.

Relating the outcome of an enquiry to
scientific knowledge in order to state
whether or not evidence supports or
refutes an argument or theory.

Reading, writing, spelling and
pronouncing scientific vocabulary
accurately.


The Rainforests

PSHE
Children will be:

Identifying ways in which we can help
environmental issues.

Understanding different
vaccinations and disease prevention.

MFL
Children will be:

Revising key French vocabulary


learnt in the previous term
Continuing to develop
conversation skills in French with
Madam Elena

RE
Children will be:

I can respond to a range of stories,
sacred writings, sources of wisdom and
authority.

I can reflect on the impact of sources of
wisdom on different communities.

ICT
Music
Children will be:

Listening to sounds and music

inspired by the rainforest.

Using music as an aid to
visualisation in order to produce
creative writing.

Creating their own tribal sounds.

Children will be:

I can work within a group to understand,




develop and promote an app.
I can work within a group using feedback to
re-design and evaluate an app.
I can present my app including technical
details using presentation software
I can discuss how my app would be used in
real life and awareness of other apps
availability.

